
From:
To: Lions Bay Feedback
Subject: 2021 Parking Plan!
Date: Saturday, March 20, 2021 5:18:53 PM

DEAR LIONS BAY VILLAGE COUNCIL         
        
          WE,THE TIDEWATER WAY RESIDENTS TOTALLY DISAGREE WITH YOUR PROPOSAL TURNING
OUR QUIET STREETS 
INTO A PUBLIC PARKING SPACE.           

1. WE DO NOT WANT STRANGERS, TOURISTS BRINGING ANY COVID 19 INFECTIONS NEAR US.

2.WE DO NOT WANT ANY UNRULY CLIFF JUMPERS LEAVING GARBAGE,BEER BOTTLES,CANS,DOG
POOP ETC. DIVERS
          URINATING,BECAUSE THIS IS WHAT WE SEE USUALLY ALL SUMMER LONG ..WE DO NOT
WANT TO AID  ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES.

3.WE HAVE MANY YOUNG KIDS PLAYING ON OUR STREETS, SO WE DO NOT WANT ANY DRUNKEN
HOOLIGANS
          CARELESSLY DRIVING IN OUR NEIGHBOURHOODS, THEY SHOULD GO TO PUBLIC PARKS.
 
 4.YOU ARE KEEPING PERIWINKLE AND SWEETWATER RESIDENTIAL ONLY ,SO YOU ARE
UNFAIRLY DISCRIMINATING
            AGAINST TIDEWATER RESIDENTS. WE ARE NOT IN BUSINESS TO PROVIDE PARKING SPACE
FOR OUTSIDERS
                       FOR SPORTS OR RECREATIONS.
       
 5.WE’D LIKE YOU TO PROTECT  OUR   
    PRIVACY AND INTERESTS, SINCE WE ARE THE TAXPAYERS HERE.

            THIS IS TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION. WHERE DOES THAT ROAD TAKE YOU?
                  TAX REVOLT?     LEGAL ACTIONS?

                           WE RESPECTFULLY  REQUEST:    PLEASE RECONSIDER YOUR PLAN, AND DO NOT
TURN OUR STREETS
                                     
                            INTO MAYHEM FOR A FEW DOLLARS, SELLING  TAXPAYERS OUT.

 

                      YOURS TRULY,
                             
                                                      KATALIN  SANDOR



From:
To: Lions Bay Feedback; 
Subject: Parking Plan for 2021
Date: Saturday, March 20, 2021 10:42:56 PM

Good Morning.
Here is our response to your request for feedback about Parking Plan.
Our request did not change from last year...

We are living at Tidewater Way in Lions Bay for the last 25 years.   
It is something to celebrate is it not?
We bought a house here because this area was very peaceful.

Not anymore...

It changed, especially in the last two years.
Changes started with the replacement of parking signs - many times.
These new signs added to the confusion and created additional problems.

We are asking for only this:

Return of "Resident Parking Only" signs on the East and West side of Tidewater Way. 
 We had them here for years.  It worked.

We can not imagine another summer like the last one.  We had grandchildren visiting us on
weekends.  They have been very upset as we do not give them permission to ride their
scooters or bicycles due to traffic on our road.

Please take under consideration also this, that our houses are facing the parking lot below on
the west side.  Now you are proposing parking in front
of our houses on the east side.  Our house will be right between two parking.
This is not what we imagined

Lions Bay should not provide parking spots for illegal activity in our part of the Village. 
People who are looking for parking here do not visit our little "Dog Beach".   They go on the
train tracks, to cliff jumping spots.
We strongly believe that  Council  and people working in our Village 
will make decisions, which is good for us - taxpayers.

Please consider the parking lot outside Lions Bay Boundry for outsiders.

Thank you
Danuta and Greg Bienias



 

 

Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC 
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Via Email: feedback@lionsbay.ca 

The Village of Lions Bay 
400 Centre Road 
P.O. Box 141 
Lions Bay, B.C. V0N 2E0 
 
Dear Mayor and Council 

Re: Feedback on the Lions Bay Draft Parking Plan 2021 

The Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC (FMCBC) is a province-wide organization with more than 45 
clubs, 11 of which are within the Metro Vancouver area. Our members engage in non-motorized 
recreation such as hiking, rock climbing, mountaineering, trail running, mountain biking, backcountry 
skiing and snowshoeing. 
We have reviewed the draft Lions Bay 2021 Parking Plan. Our primary interest is having parking 
available for hikers, trail runners and climbers from the Metro Vancouver area.  We appreciate that 
sometimes the cars used to access the trails can pose challenges for the residents of Lions Bay.  We 
are interested in working cooperatively with Lions Bay to resolve or minimize these issues, while 
ensuring the public can continue to access the trails. 
The Crown lands above Lions Bay support an extensive and long-standing hiking trail system to 
popular destinations such as The Lions, Unnecessary Mountain, Brunswick Mountain, Mount Harvey 
and the Howe Sound Crest Trail. These are all full-day hikes, with the Howe Sound Crest Trail 
traverse often completed over two to three days. There are a number of shorter hikes, such as Tunnel 
Bluffs, which also originate at Lions Bay and which have gained popularity over the past year. All 
these trails, peaks and viewpoints have great recreation value for the Metro Vancouver outdoor 
community. 
We offer the following comments on the draft Lions Bay Parking Plan 2021: 

1. We would like to see an acknowledgement that the public has a right to access the trails, 
originating from Lions Bay, and which are on Crown Land above Lions Bay.  

2. We fully agree that the public will continue to come and for this reason more effort should be made 
to identify where the public can park and to provide better directions to the parking and to the 
trails.  

3. In our view, there is too much emphasis on pay parking. We believe there should be some free 
parking available to visitors to ensure that the trail system remains accessible to the public, 
regardless of their financial means. We recommend the following: 
a. Given the limited parking at or near the Sunset Drive trailhead, a reasonable fee to park close 

to the trailhead may be appropriate. However, $24 for a full day is excessive and we believe 
$15 to park for the full day at or near the trailhead would be more reasonable. 

b. The overflow parking at the Lions Bay Elementary School Parking Lot, which is available on 
weekends and in the summer, should remain free. The overflow parking solution came about in 
2002 when Pat Harrison from the FMCBC approached the Lions Bay Mayor and Council with 
the idea of using the school parking lot as overflow parking on weekends and in the summer. 
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After the School Board and Council approved the plan, Pat Harrison and volunteers built a trail 
connecting the parking lot to the trailhead.  

c. If Lions Bay maintains the parking fee at $3/hour or $24/day (or $15/day as we recommend) at 
the trailhead or at the Sunset Drive Parking Lot, we recommend reducing the parking fee for 
the street parking that is further away from the trailhead. For example, $2/hour or $10/day for 
the metered parking along Mountain Drive and free parking along Bayview Road and at the 
school parking lot.  

4. We believe more hikers and climbers could be accommodated in Lions Bay, without 
inconveniencing Lions Bay residents, by providing additional parking and by encouraging public 
transit.  
a. Expansion of the parking available as follows:  

i. Move the gate further up at the trailhead to The Lions, Harvey and Brunswick 
ii. Reduce the resident-only parking along Bayview Road 

• It appears the entire school side of Bayview Road immediately adjacent to the school is 
closed to non-Lions Bay residents. Since there are no residents on the school side of 
Bayview Road from Stewart down to almost the bottom of the hill, we recommend that 
the majority of the parking along Bayview Road could be made available for non-Lions 
Bay residents without inconveniencing residents. 

iii. Expand the parking at or near Brunswick Point  
• More vehicles could be accommodated at Brunswick Point and with the development of 

the gravel pit before the Brunswick road turnoff. This additional parking would reduce 
the competition for parking within the residential areas of Lions Bay.  

• Portions of three trails (Crystal Falls, Soundview and Upper Harrison) could link the 
Brunswick Point area to the Lions trail. 

• A trail could be constructed from the Brunswick parking areas to join the Tunnel Point 
trail and Tunnel Point climbing area, which is about 350m further away. 

b. Promotion of transit use by hikers 
• Bus 262 goes to Lions Bay Avenue, where there is access to trails, and to Brunswick 

Point/Beach, which currently does not provide trail access. By building a connector trail 
from the Brunswick Point bus stop to Tunnel Point, transit would become a more viable and 
attractive option for hikers visiting Tunnel Point. There are several clubs that would be 
willing to build or assist in building the connector trail from the Brunswick Point bus stop to 
Tunnel Point and the Tunnel Point climbing area. 

• Since public transit does not arrive in Lions Bay until shortly before 10 AM on weekends, 
transit may be a suitable option for the shorter hikes but not for people who plan to hike to 
any of the peaks. The latter are all full-day hikes and require an earlier start. Adequate 
parking is required for those accessing the full-day hikes above Lions Bay.  

c. Addition of bike racks at the Sunset Drive trailhead 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Parking Plan for 2021. We are available 
to meet to discuss our feedback and the proposed trail linking the Brunswick Point bus stop and 
parking areas to Tunnel Point and the Sunset Drive trailhead. 

Regards, 
 
Monika Bittel 
Chair, SWBC Recreation & Conservation Committee 



From:
To: Lions Bay Feedback
Subject: Re extending public parking to upper part of tidewater way
Date: Tuesday, March 23, 2021 7:44:14 AM

My name is Nicholas Powell of .

I am writing to express my deepest concern re the potential parking expansion plan to include upper tidewater way.

The parking situation on lower kelvin grove last summer was a debacle of the utmost magnitude which was
expressed and discussed a number of times with the mayor both by myself and other residents of tidewater who
where troubled and sometimes harassed by drunk and high members of the public who were mainly parking to take
part in illegal activities.

The feedback we got was that it was very concerning and ways would be found to limit the harassment for this year.
Instead we are being offered an increase for this year.

I have no problem with ‘normal’ people parking in the car park and paying for the privilege.  As others have noted
(and not just on tidewater) most of us moved here for the peace and quiet and lack of heavily congested parking in
our lovely village. Why are we now proposing to voluntarily turn it into even more of a circus than it has started to
become now it is ‘discovered’.

 Myself and my family strongly oppose increasing the parking on tidewater.

Sincerely,

Nicholas and Montserrat Powell



From:
To: Council
Subject: FW: Parking
Date: Monday, March 22, 2021 7:40:19 PM
Attachments: 10-amazing-off-leash-dog-hikes-that-arent-on-the-north-shore.html

Tunnel bluffs walk and a lark.html
Dog hikes vancouvr Ultimutt.html

Typo on previous
 

From: Edward Langford 
Sent: March 22, 2021 7:28 PM
To: council@linsbay.ca
Cc: Lions Bay Reception <reception@lionsbay.ca>; Lions Bay Office <office@lionsbay.ca>; Ron
McLaughlin <mayor.mclaughlin@lionsbay.ca>
Subject: Parking
 
Hello Councilor Abott,
 
To follow up on our recent discussion on parking, and after reading the full document.
 
A few personal comments based on regular walking and encounters with non residents.
 
 
Seasonality:  The report is correct that this is a year round problem.
 
Sunset / Tunnel Bluffs
Increased hiker traffic accessing the Tunnel Bluffs lookout  is an issue that will be continual and
independent of the season. See attached photos taken Jan 23  2021 – at the creek crossing above
the Magnesia intake .
See the readily available internet links- attached
 
The increase in hiker traffic for this lookout was  immediately evident following the Ministry of
Transports closing of the highway pull out  for greater than 30 minute parking durations.
A bigger concern for this hike could be water system integrity with dogs trapsing through the creek. 
More signage is definitely needed. A recently upgraded foot bridge keeps most of the human feet
out of the creek.
 
School Field:

A major concern for this area should be sanitation. Behind the green containers is a
convenient hedge that is used by hikers as a defecation zone upon arrival .
As a minimum a porta poti or similar should be installed with the revenue collected from the
fees
If this is a revenue generating lot – clarification would be needed for residents not requiring to
purchase a pass as well. Summertime use is overflowing and can lead to parking conflicts.

 
CN/ Ex BC Rail lot above Marina



 
Suggest the overnight restriction be waived – allow up to 3 days  and charge for it dearly.  
This should clearly be a high revenue generating spot.

Presently it is often vacant off hours and mid week.  This location without the extended
duration can not be used by Marina bound patrons or Island Cottage visitors and the like.
Consequently with the  day use limit these “ overnighters” are forced to find other spots to
park. Through the summer months the Park and Ride at the highway is often full of longer
term “ overnighters” displaced from the CN lot.  Essentially a revenue opportunity lost. 

I have personally encountered visitors who have parked on Panorama Rd  who trudge down
to the beach park kids and coolers in tow.  Again the notion being they will come whether the
Village likes it or not- so attach a “ user” fee.

 
Boulevard Parking
Meaning full improvements throughout the Village can increase :  A thorough run through with the
attached would be welcome  (brush clearing was an item from the previous report In 2004) 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bM7mnRdphKg

With all roads a functioning ditch is important to maintain the road integrity, unfortunately as
the Village slowly migrates towards the Ocean  many of our roads now slope the wrong
direction resulting in  poorly managed runoff.
Creating additional parking on the East side of  Bayview Road  should take into account the
requirements for ditches. Many ditches throughout the Village have been filled in over time.

 
Kelvin Grove

The divers have mostly been chased away
So we are really dealing with the onslaught of cliff jumpers: Since they will come regardless
the “ user fee”  might be steeper for the “ green coloured” parking lot – and have a much
shorter time limit – say 2  to 3 hours
By closing this July August you are just moving the problem elsewhere  - up the street, above
the highway, down the tracks to the CN lot above the marina. So you may as well capitalize on
the revenue .
Bus loads of adolescents / young adults arrive and walk the tracks- to stem the influx partner
with CN police to issue tickets for those heading South on the tracks
Ive counted over 75 individuals at the cliffs  on a sunny afternoon from the boat – a regular
weekend occurrence.

 
 
Village Office Vicinity

Loads of people are looking for the Lions Bay Loop- so results in parking at the Store or
anywhere close.

 
 
Since the majority of the Village hiker visitors cross over OceanView Road / Harvey Creek –  this may
be a logical spot for  seasonal signage until the word gets out that you can visit but you are going to
pay to play.
 



 
Regards
 
Ed Langford

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From:
To: Lions Bay Feedback
Subject: Parking Plan 2021
Date: Tuesday, March 23, 2021 3:36:07 PM

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to express my concerns & frustrations related to
parking in the Village.

There is no doubt in my mind that thanks to social media our Village is no longer a well kept
secret. The pandemic has made it just that much worse pushing people out with the desire to
go somewhere for the day. The increase in volume has perhaps heightened our awareness that
it's time to take charge of the parking to control our Village. It has become noticeably worse
over the last few years, pre pandemic, that the charm of Lions Bay is slowly slipping away
from us.

Typically, as the weather turns warmer, Lions Bayers slowly emerge from hibernation
allowing us to reestablish a sense of community once again. Sadly, last Summer, everyone
was seeking cover, not just for the sake of social distancing, but to avoid the flocks of people
trudging through our neighbourhoods desperately seeking out a place to stash their car, over
populate our beaches and crowd our trails. With no conscience at all, these people are taking
advantage of our hard earned tax dollars, taking over our beaches, leaving behind trash and not
allowing us the opportunity to enjoy the place we proudly live in.

As you stated, no matter what we do, they will still come. So, we need to reign it in, make it
work for us and gain some control of our Village. This is what I suggest :

1. Limit parking to only paid locations charging a premium, this will automatically turn some
individuals away. Don't be reasonable, this rate should be high enough to support our
infrastructure needs and make considerable improvements. For example, funds to invest in
more trash receptacles, wage support for enforcement officers, upgrade our beach amenities
(build a new washroom/change room). If we are not making enough money from these people
why allow them the opportunity to take advantage of our Village. 

2. Enforce NO PARKING and TOW at all times. Let people know we are serious so the word
will get out. Parking needs to be enforced everyday not just the weekends during the summer
months. People have more flexibility to come any day of the week. Avoiding the beach on the
weekends is no longer the case, it's an ongoing concern that sadly has become real not
allowing our own community the space.

3. Post loud and clear messaging, big & bold at the off ramps, letting visitors know that the
entire village is paid parking. We need to make this message obvious from the get go, as soon
as they enter the Village.

4. Make ALL residential streets off limits, PERMIT PARKING ONLY. This would simplify
the parking rules throughout the Village to lessen the amount of confusing signs everywhere.
Note: there is no plan proposed to restrict parking on Panorama Rd. It was obvious last year
that our road was becoming the next best choice overflow lot. This needs to be added to the
list if all residential parking is not restricted.

5. The Marina needs to step up, become accountable and do their part by not allowing visitors



to park in their lot to access the beach. They should abide by the Villages parking restrictions
not offering a separate parking deal beyond those that already have a marina membership.

These are just a few suggestions that are top of mind, I'm confident there are many more
individuals that can add to the list of possible solutions. I hope we can find answers to these
issues and keep our Village intact. 

Thanks again for the opportunity to share my thoughts!
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